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Abstract

Every year in the United States, millions of score reports are produced and delivered to teachers, students, parents, school administrators, and policymakers. However, existing research shows that many educators have trouble understanding and making appropriate use of score reports. We have developed and evaluated several teacher score reports (i.e., individual, classroom, and item information score reports) in the context of a learning-centered assessment system, that is, the CBAL™ (Cognitively Based Assessments of, for, and as Learning) research project. In this paper we describe a framework for developing and evaluating score reports, present several Web-based teacher score report prototypes that have been designed by applying score design principles, and summarize the results of two studies designed to evaluate the score reports with teachers.
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Existing research on score reports indicates that teachers, school administrators, and policymakers have trouble understanding the terminology and graphical displays used to communicate assessment results (e.g., Hambleton & Slater, 1997; Lukin, Bandalos, Eckhout, & Mickelson, 2004; Zwick et al., 2008). Although principles for designing high-quality score reports have been proposed (e.g., Fast, 2002; Goodman & Hambleton, 2004; Hattie, 2009) and professional standards require test takers to be clearly informed about assessment results as well as the purpose and recommended uses of the assessment (e.g., American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association & National Council on Measurement in Education, 1999), many currently available score reports do not effectively convey this information to the intended audiences.

Our research focuses on designing and evaluating score reports that effectively communicate assessment information to the intended audiences. This work has been done in the context of ETS’s Cognitively Based Assessment of, for, and as Learning (CBAL™) research initiative (Bennett & Gitomer, 2009).

In this paper we describe a framework for designing and evaluating score reports and present various score reports for teachers that were designed and evaluated following the guidelines of the framework and particular score design principles. We also summarize the results of two studies designed to evaluate the score reports with teachers.

**Related Research**

Different streams of work deal with helping to create effective score reports for teachers. For example, heuristics for creating reports that communicate the intended message to a particular audience have been developed (e.g., Fast 2002; Goodman & Hambleton, 2004, Hambleton & Slater, 1997; Hattie, 2009; Underwood, Reshetar, & Leahy, 2006; Underwood, Zapata-Rivera, & VanWinkle, 2007). These heuristics build upon knowledge from related areas such as representing quantitative data using graphical representations (e.g., Tufte, 1983, 1996; Wainer, 1997, 2005) and designing graphical user interfaces (e.g., Nielsen, 1994).

Evidence also suggests that teachers require and would benefit from additional training on basic educational measurement concepts required to understand information that is usually included in score reports (Bennett & Shepherd 1982; Lukin et al., 2004; Zapata-Rivera, VanWinkle, & Zwick, 2010; Zwick et al., 2008).
Deng and Yoo (2009) collected an extensive list of useful score reporting resources that includes papers, guidelines, and sample score reports. These resources are available for researchers and practitioners who wish to know more about the state of the art.

Roberts and Gierl (2010) reviewed current score reporting practices, proposed a framework for developing score reports for cognitive diagnostics assessments, and showcased a score report for students in the domain of mathematics. The authors highlighted the importance of evaluating the score reports with the intended audience.


Aware of existing research findings in the area, we have designed score reports for particular educational stakeholders (i.e., teachers, administrators, and students) that make use of external representations (e.g., graphs, text, tables, interactive multimedia components) to communicate assessment claims at different levels. For example, teacher reports may include task-level information, formative hypotheses (tentative claims that are subject to confirmation by other data sources), performance levels, and scaled scores based upon availability of supporting evidence (e.g., see the appendix). The next section describes a framework for designing and evaluating score reports.

**A Framework for Designing and Evaluating Score Reports**

This approach to designing and evaluating score reports is inspired by methodologies used in the following areas: assessment design (e.g., Mislevy, Steinberg, & Almond, 2003), software engineering (e.g., Pressman, 2005) and human-computer interaction (e.g., Nielsen, 1994). It includes the following steps: (a) gathering assessment information needs, (b) reconciling these needs with the available assessment information, (c) designing score report prototypes, and (d) evaluating these score report prototypes with internal and external experts. Figure 1 depicts this framework graphically.
Figure 1. A framework for designing and evaluating score reports.

Gathering Assessment Information Needs

This phase involves gathering input about assessment information needs from various stakeholders including content experts and the intended audience(s). It may also include making use of information that has already been gathered, for example, results from prior assessment studies carried out with the same or a comparable audience. This information provides researchers with an initial view of what the users of the score reporting system expect. This information is captured in a document called the prospective score report (PSR) that is used to gather client requirements and serves as an input to the assessment development process. Information in the PSR is shared with content and measurement experts who can identify possible discrepant areas and provide appropriate suggestions for avoiding misunderstandings and unrealistic expectations that may result in disappointment for the user(s) of the score report.
Information for the PSR usually includes representations used on similar reports developed in the past (e.g., individual-, classroom-level reports), definitions of skills and subskills, possible performance levels, comparison, progress, and task-level information. The PSR provides a way for researchers to communicate their understanding of the reporting needs to content and measurement experts for their evaluation.

**Reconciling User Needs With the Available Assessment Information**

Any inconsistencies between what the intended audience expects and the internal assessment requirements need to be addressed during this phase. This generally implies making changes to the kind of assessment information that will be available (e.g., see the appendix) and how this information is presented in order to ensure that the intended audience receives the intended message, thereby reducing the likelihood of the audience making inappropriate use of report information.

As progress in the assessment development process is made, various score report prototypes are designed following best score report design practices. Each time changes are made to the requirements of the score report, the score report design needs to be updated (see cycle between “Reconcile score reporting needs and available assessment information” and “Design/Revise score report prototypes” in Figure 1). Also, any changes to the PSR based on outcomes from the assessment design process are shared with the client (see cycle between “Gather assessment information needs (PSR)” and “Reconcile score reporting needs and available assessment information” in Figure 1).

It is usually interesting to see how the PSR differs from the actual score report(s) produced by the assessment design process. These differences document the user initial expectations and its relation with the final product. Future work on the assessment (e.g., refinements) can be informed by the PSR.

**Designing Alternative Score Report Prototypes**

This phase involves designing score report prototypes that can be used to communicate the intended message to a particular audience. Best practices for designing high-quality representations should be followed, for example, work by Fast (2002), Goodman and Hambleton (2004), Hattie (2009), and Underwood et al. (2006). The use of preexisting score report templates that have previously been evaluated can facilitate this process. However, new elements
need to be designed to incorporate score report components that are not initially in the score report. Several score report variants are created to explore alternate representations. These variants may include different graphical representations, layouts, interpretive text, interactive components, and so on. Data to populate the score reports may be created to resemble actual data or may be actual data (if available). These score report designs are evaluated internally with the help of experts and externally with the intended audience(s).

**Evaluating Score Report Prototypes Internally and Externally**

Score report variants are evaluated first internally with the help of content, measurement, usability, and accessibility experts. Information gathered from experts is used to refine, create, or abandon score report variants. The resulting score reports are evaluated externally by conducting qualitative and quantitative studies with the intended audience. Acquired data are then used to refine the resulting score reports as well as to draw general lessons that can be used to improve the current state of the art in score reporting.

A similar framework for developing score reports is described in Hambleton and Zenisky (2010). This framework includes the following seven steps: (a) define purpose of score report, (b) identify intended audience(s), (c) review report examples/literature, (d) develop reports(s), (e) data collection/field test, (f) revise and redesign, and (g) ongoing maintenance. Roberts and Gierl (2010) described a framework for the development of diagnostic score reports that includes both content and form considerations. Roberts and Gierl’s framework is based on research by Jaeger (1998) and Ryan (2003). All these frameworks seem to take a similar approach of taking into account the intended audience and the purpose of the assessment and then using current research finding and other resources to design score reports that are evaluated and refined in an iterative cycle. Our approach emphasizes the use of a prospective score report to keep in mind the requirements of the audience and describes the process of reconciling user expectations with the resulting report produced by applying an evidence-based assessment design methodology. In addition, our approach has been used to design and evaluate reports for various educational stakeholders including teachers, administrators, and students.

The next sections describe score reports created for teachers based on summative assessment results. Additional teacher reports from formative assessments are not included in this paper (Zapata-Rivera, 2011).
Score Reports for Teachers

Three types of score reports for teachers have been developed: individual, classroom, and item information. These score reports include traditional score report information (e.g., scaled scores, proficiency levels, and raw scores), interpretive text, a navigation pane, links to additional materials (e.g., skill definitions, sample tasks, and explanations of statistical terms used in the report), information about appropriate and inappropriate uses, and recommendations for teacher follow-up.

Figures 2 through 6 show a prototype of an individual student score report for teachers (mathematics). It includes five sections: introduction (Figure 2), appropriate and inappropriate uses (Figure 3), performance summary (Figure 4), task-level information on the current test (statistics and proportional reasoning; Figure 5), and a “What to Do Next” section with general recommendations for teacher follow-up based on student performance on the current as well as past tests (Figure 6). Additional materials such as general concepts and skill and task information are available though the vertical navigation pane as well as through the underlined hyperlinks integrated into the score report.

Figure 2. Introduction (page 1 of 5).
Figure 3. Appropriate and inappropriate uses (page 2 of 5).

Figure 4. Performance summary (page 3 of 5).
Figure 5. Current test performance (page 4 of 5).

Figure 6. What to do next (page 5 of 5).
In addition to the individual student score report, two other score reports are available for teachers. First, a classroom score report includes the following sections: introduction (not shown), appropriate and inappropriate uses (not shown), and a sortable table showing classroom score and proficiency level information accompanied by an interactive graph depicting how the class is distributed among proficiency levels (see Figure 7). Individual student score reports can be accessed from the classroom score report by clicking on an individual’s name.

**Figure 7.** Classroom score report for teachers (math)—performance summary (page 3).

Names used in this report are not real student names.

Second, there is an item information score report that includes the following sections: introduction (not shown) appropriate and inappropriate uses (not shown), and the item difficulty table (Figure 8). Questions in this table are grouped by the content and process skills they share. Sample questions are also available through links.
Score Design Principles

Several score design principles were used to create the score report prototypes presented above. Some instances include the following:

- Present relevant information (Hattie, 2009; Mayer, 2001). Each page (section) of the score report responds to a particular question that is of interest to the teacher. Only the information needed to respond to the question is presented on the screen. Additional information is available through links (e.g., explanations and sample tasks). In Figure 4, two questions were included to facilitate comparison with the group.
- Minimize scrolling (Hattie, 2009). Instead of scrolling to each section of the report, teachers use the navigation pane on the left or the next and back buttons at the top of each screen.
- Use color in a purposeful way (Hattie, 2009; Tufte, 1983). This can be seen in the choice of colors for the interface components; the gradient green used to denote a continuous variable (i.e., scaled scores) and the color code used to show performance
levels in Figure 7 (i.e., red indicates there is a problem, yellow represents a warning, and green shows no problem—go).¹

- Order of presentation from general to detailed information (Goodman and Hambleton, 2004; Hattie, 2009). The sections of the report are organized following this principle. For example, performance summary information is presented first (i.e., scaled score and performance level; see Figure 4), followed by detailed information about the current test (task-level performance information; see Figure 5), and then information about what to do next (see Figure 6). Also, the classroom score report has a graph that shows the overall distribution of scores at the top of the screen followed by a sortable table that can be used to see detailed information.

- Use various representations (Mayer, 2001). Important summary information such as the scaled score and performance level of the student is presented both textually and graphically (see Figure 4).

- Place related words and pictures near each other on the page or screen (Mayer, 2001). This principle (of spatial contiguity) can be seen in the design of the graphs and tables used in the score reports. For example, Figure 4 shows information about the distribution of scores. This information includes a graphical representation, relevant concepts (labels), and values. In addition, information about these concepts can be accessed through links that are available in the explanation that appears below the graph.

- Provide information that helps users understand and make appropriate uses of score reports (Goodman & Hambleton, 2004; Hattie, 2009). The reports include information about appropriate and inappropriate uses, an introduction providing information about the report, and links to supplementary materials (definitions and sample tasks) that can be accessed through the links embedded in the report or through the navigation pane on the left of the screen.
Evaluation

Results of a usability study using a previous version of the score reports with 12 sixth-through eighth-grade teachers from schools in New Jersey and Pennsylvania showed that teachers reacted positively to interacting with the online score reports. Some of the teachers requested that hardcopy printouts be made available.

In general, the teachers preferred information presented as short, easy-to-read pieces. Long paragraphs were often ignored; after reading additional information (e.g., interpretive information and glossary entries), most teachers seemed to understand general concepts such as item difficulty, scaled scores, and raw scores. However, in general, teachers had problems understanding the concept of standard error of measurement. Most teachers identified and understood the purpose and appropriate use of each type of report. However, some teachers seemed to be willing to consider other uses and purposes that may or may not be appropriate (Zapata-Rivera & VanWinkle, 2010).

In a different study ($N = 147$), teachers were assigned to one of four conditions, which were obtained by crossing the two levels of report version (current vs. enhanced with additional links to relevant help topics for each page) with two tutorial conditions (tutorial administered versus tutorial not administered). After having interacted with the score reports (or a tutorial and the reports), participants were asked to complete a short comprehension test about information presented in the reports. Although the total test score variation was not statistically significant across experimental conditions, the responses to particular questions showed that teachers overall (across conditions) can recognize the correct use of each score report (94% or more). However, a significant proportion of the teachers were willing to consider other uses and purposes that were not valid (e.g., a valid use for the student score report is to place students in advanced or special programs, 54%; a valid use for the student score report is to evaluate the current math curriculum, 57%; a valid use for the student score report is to promote students to the next grade, 18%; and a valid purpose of student score report is to place students in advanced or special programs, 60%). The versions of the score reports employed in this study did not provide teachers with a list of inappropriate uses. In the current version of the reports, we have included both a list of appropriate uses and a list of inappropriate uses (e.g., see Figure 3). This study also showed that teachers overall had problems understanding key statistical concepts (e.g., reliability, 43%;
percentile, 54%; true score, 50%; and scaled scores, 42%). More information about this study can be found in Zapata-Rivera et al (2010).

Summary and Future Work

In this paper we present a framework for designing and evaluating score reports with particular audiences, describe score reports designed for teachers, illustrate how score design principles were used in the development of these reports, and present some results from two studies.

Future work includes refining the score reports (e.g., improving the wording of statistical information, minimizing the use of technical terms, and exploring alternative graphical representations), improving accessibility features, and conducting studies aimed at evaluating the use of various graphical representations and other report components to convey particular pieces of assessment information to this audience. In addition, we would like to explore how information gathered using these reports can be used to guide the development of formative materials for teachers and further explore using reports as communication tools to support the use of assessment information by teachers, students, parents, and other educational stakeholders.
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1 Future work includes improving accessibility features of the score reports (e.g., implementing cues that are redundant with color).
## Appendix

### Sample Claim Types and Evidence Requirements for Student-Level Reporting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of claim</th>
<th>Task-level performance</th>
<th>Formative hypotheses</th>
<th>Performance level on total test and subscales</th>
<th>Location on a continuous scale for total test and subscales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example</strong></td>
<td>There were 6 grammatical errors in this essay.</td>
<td>John may need to work on grammar, including subject-verb agreement.</td>
<td>Total Test: Meets Expectations</td>
<td>Total Test: 225 Formulate Arguments: 230 Assess Arguments: 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Note: No claim is made about what the student knows or can do, only about the student’s response to the test.</td>
<td>Note: The claim is tentative, subject to confirmation by other data sources available to the teacher (e.g., his or her own experiences with the student).</td>
<td>Formulate Arguments: Meets Expectations Assess Arguments: Below Expectations Note: The claim is about what the student knows and can do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evidence requirement</strong></td>
<td>Data supporting the accuracy of task-level performance characterizations (e.g., agreement with grammar error rates computed by a human judge)</td>
<td>Data indicating (a) agreement between the formative hypotheses from this test and those from another parallel test, (b) the consistency with which different raters generate formative hypotheses for a student from the same test responses, and (c) the relationship between the formative hypotheses and focused diagnostic measures or teacher judgments.</td>
<td>Data indicating (a) the probability a student’s performance level from one set of tests would be the same as from another parallel set of tests, (b) the consistency with which tests are scored by different raters, and (c) the relationship between the student’s performance classification and some independent classification measure (e.g., the current accountability test).</td>
<td>Data indicating (a) the relationship between scores on sets of parallel tests, (b) the consistency with which tests are scored by different raters, and (c) the relationship between the student’s scale score and some independent measure (e.g., the current accountability test).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability</strong></td>
<td>Across multiple occasions including the present one</td>
<td>Across multiple occasions including the present one</td>
<td>Across multiple occasions including the present one</td>
<td>For the last occasion, aggregated across all occasions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>